
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of college recruiter. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for college recruiter

May coordinate education fairs at local businesses
Establishes and maintains relationships with students/parents, high school
counselors, teachers, and administrators to provide pre-admission advice and
counsel relative to the recruitment and admissions processes
Evaluates the effectiveness of recruitment strategies and makes
recommendations for program changes and enhancements
Understands the specific audiences for the College’s professional master’s
degree programs and implementing recruiting efforts appropriate to those
audiences, including in person presentations, fairs, and conference visits
Identifies, Networks and Sells to potential candidates /job seekers through
creative recruiting strategy, including the use of internal database (Bullhorn),
job boards, social networking and college recruitment
Maintains and updates a prospective candidate pipeline or hot list utilizing
lists
Schedules and attends candidate information gathering interviews to identify
Hot Buttons, Competitive Edge and Leads that will generate new business
and expand current business
Develops, penetrates and maintains candidate’s relationships through Quality
/ Expansion Calls
Negotiates pay rates and closes deals in accordance with company goals and
expectations
Documentation of all candidate conversations into internal database
(Bullhorn), for historical data and productivity reporting
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A College Recruiter will typically progress into a full life cycle recruiter and
become equipped with the tools to lead and mentor a group, enabling them
eventually move into a Recruiting Lead role
A minimum 1 year plus cold calling experience or phone sales experience
required
Knows "mechanics" of applicant tracking system(s) (both hourly and
management)
Active learner - enhances personal, professional and business growth through
new knowledge and experiences
Maturity in dealing with confidential and delicate information
Knowledge of EEOC laws and regulations


